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Abstract

Big data has enabled an entirely new approach to solving and understanding problems. With the popularity of social media, data is created by individuals. We believe that embedded in the big data of social media, like Twitter, is the documentation of self-reporting illness. Through analysis of keywords in tweets geo-tagged to Puerto Rico, we seek to model the outbreak of Chikungunya fever, with initial correlations of around 0.86. Collected tweets were then divided into categories and treated as independent variables for Lasso regression. Although we train on imperfect suspected numbers for the outbreak from the Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO), we analyze the coefficients to understand the social implications behind both social media disease reporting and awareness in Puerto Rico. We see different phases of Twitter volumes pre-, during and post-initial outbreak. News and government tweets decrease during subsequent outbreaks when we see a corresponding relative increase of self-reporting tweets. Especially when applied to epidemiology, big data isn’t about finding the perfect answer, but instead, about discovering the underlying story. This thesis is about the story of a Chikungunya outbreak in Puerto Rico from the eyes of Twitter.

All code is publicly available on Github at

https://github.com/wesleykchen/Modeling-Disease-with-Twitter.git

The data, as a MongoDB database, must be separately requested due to file size.
If interested, contact Wesley at wesleychen@college.harvard.edu
Chapter 1

Background

“There were 5 exabytes of information created between the dawn of civilization through 2003, but that much information is now created every 2 days.”

— Eric Schmidt as CEO of Google, 2010 [45]

1.1 Epidemiology and Modeling

Epidemiology is the study of modeling outbreaks of disease. The most traditional approach to do so is using the SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) model, where differential equations govern the relationship between the groups — for example, the rate of infection is dependent on the infected population size [50]. For each disease, the mechanics of the outbreaks, including any action, can complicate the model, often resulting in complex multi-state models including but not limited to the addition of an “Exposed” group [50] or a “Quarantined group” [41]. In these classical disease modeling methods, the data, which usually comes from official government reports, is used to fit the extended SIR model through parameter optimization techniques and new hybrid methods inspired by those
used to predict the weather such as Kalman filters [50]. The optimized models can have certain interpretable parameters such as $R_0$, the reproduction number, which represents the expected number of new cases one infection will generate. When $R_0 > 1$, this means that the epidemic will continue to spread and is often the most important number to compute [41].

Unfortunately these models have weaknesses, which big data seeks to address. First, they are highly dependent on the availability of data. Usually reliant on local governments, these numbers and the delayed acquisition, vary on the region of interest and the infrastructure set up to detect and track cases. The diseases which are available to model are also those that were chosen to have data collected — usually large epidemic outbreaks or annual diseases like the flu [50]. In order to access the full data, studies are almost always performed many years after the outbreak, with goals to understand the spread of disease and to analyze the effectiveness of the actions taken. An Ebola study in Africa, published in 2007, focused on models built from two outbreaks: one in 1995 and the other in 2000, which were twelve and seven years after the outbreak, respectively [41]. As a result of this delay, predictive modeling has not been performed as much as retroactive modeling or disease monitoring (more efficiently collecting data and tracking the disease) [50].

1.2 The Onset of Big Data

Ever since the consumerization of the Internet in the 90s, data generation and storage reached new peaks. The term “big data” was first mentioned in a NASA paper in 1999 [71]; that year, 1.5 exabytes of information were created [71]. The increased power of computation and decreased cost of memory has allowed data collection to explode. By 2012, digital data creation had surpassed all predictions, reaching 2937 exabytes in 2012, nearly 2000 times more data than 13 years ago [56].
The flood of information has led to increasing interest in using data to answer all questions [29]. In 2003, the Human Genome Project was completed, sequencing the entirety of the 3 billion base pair human DNA [51]. There was then a desire to use this data in various studies to better understand genes and in turn, to control and alter them. In 2006, one of the most famous big data contests began: the Netflix Prize [49]. This contest was a million dollar prize awarded to anyone who could beat Netflix’s movie prediction engine based on a training set of movies that users had watched and liked. The prize was officially awarded three years later, in 2009 [49]. Just the year before, the prestigious biological sciences journal, Nature, released a special report on big data, foreshadowing the deluge of data-driven studies to come [56].

Big data has revolutionized our approach to solving problems [29]. It has also dissolved the boundaries around conducting scientific research. Anyone with an Internet connection can access mounds of publicly available data. The topics of study have been broadening as well. Even the most popular video game today, League of Legends, has released an API allowing access to a database of all past video game matches, including end game scores and player statistics [57]. But not all data is public. What would be one of the largest sources of online data is Google’s search keywords, which has still been kept proprietary, though internal analysis has been performed sometimes leading to surfacing of Google’s own projects.

Data has empowered researches to discover patterns and to find conclusions that are no longer spurred by higher level ideas, but by pure exploration of the data. Of course, data can still be used in the classical paradigm of supporting claims, but in the many applications of big data from biology to culture to epidemiology, data has evolved into the central analysis — exploring first and interpreting what is found afterwards.
1.3 Google Flu Trends and Lessons Learned

The access to the Internet has ushered in a new age, where communication is centered around the web and sites related to social media, therefore, generate mass data [7]. The goal of big data in epidemiology is to use real-time data from the population via the Internet to track and predict disease outbreaks. In 2009, a study estimated that 37-52% of Americans seek health related information on the Internet through searches [7]. Google realized that they had this data set and created one of the most famous applications of big data in epidemiology: Google Flu Trends [28]. Their approach was to select a subset of search keywords that correlated with the flu, train predictors on the past five years of outbreak data between 2003 and 2008, and to now-cast the current magnitude of the new flu season [22]. The tool created by Google is still available today, [28] and the same algorithm has also been published for Dengue Fever, also released by Google [27].

The largest critique of Google Flu Trends, other than non-duplicable studies due to proprietary data, was that the model severely over-predicted the severity of the flu outbreak for subsequent years [8]. A possible reason could have been the failure to account for people querying the keywords out of interest or concern and not self-reporting. With search data, there is no way to distinguish the reason behind the search and thus they had to assume that the proportion of unrelated searches would be proportionally constant [6], which it is not. Even an update to the Google Flu Trends algorithm, which improved the model, still overshot by 30% and was not not even as powerful as using CDC physician reports which has an acceptable two-week lag [43].

One result that was undoubtedly a breakthrough, however, was the speed at which predictions could be made. Regardless of the efficiency of the local government, Google data and predictions where independent of all else and could be made without any delay [22]. Fixing big data approaches in epidemiology required more data sources, and in
particular, those that could provide a textual context around each count. And then came Twitter [6].

1.4 Twitter as a Big Data Source

Twitter is a social media website that allows users to post 140 character messages (and photos) to the world [69]. Trending topics are often denoted using the hashtag, #. The nature of Twitter is to keep the messages length brief and focus on one trending topic at a time [67]. Most people use Twitter to either share personal information and thoughts or to raise awareness about a trending topic. What is popular on Twitter represents what is popular in the community [47, 46]. Users can also create profiles for their Twitter handles which allow others to re-announce their tweets (called retweeting), and can include some metadata about the tweeter personal information such as age, gender, name and location [69].

Since its incorporation in 2007, Twitter has gradually increase in popularity to its current state of 288 million active users per month, tweeting in 33 different languages around the world. Around 500 million tweets are sent per day, fluctuating with breaking news and seasonal trends [33]. From its conception, Twitter has indexed all public tweets ever sent which is over half a trillion as of late 2014 [72]. 80% of active Twitter users are on mobile where it is easy to opt in to geo-tagging, when the phone’s GPS location (or triangulated) is saved and assigned to the tweet [67]. And it’s not just individuals who have Twitter accounts. Business (around 63% [15]) have Twitter handles as well. Twitter continues to be popular around the world and has had its IPO in late 2013 [13].

Twitter provides a public API to access their database of tweets with [68], with an average query time of under 100ms [72]. This API allow access not just to the text of the
tweets, but also to all available metadata including user handle, location, date, language and others. The API is only limited by a rate ceiling but companies like Datasift [14] and GNIP [23] have sought to monetize a full collection of Twitter’s data.

A quick search into Google scholar with the search phrase “Twitter API” reveals the power of the Twitter data set, with 326,000 results [26]. Most of the published work using Twitter has been about network and graph problems. Only recently, with the growth of applying big data to social problems has Twitter’s valuable collection of data from the individual been tapped into [40]. Twitter data holds an advantage over other big data due to this public API; most notably, Google’s complete search data is proprietary [6].

The nature of Twitter data also makes it unique. Some Twitter data not only represents the thoughts of individuals but also at an estimated location, through geo-tagging, allowing each idea to be placed on the map [40, 44]. The location can be determined either from an opt-in feature of GPS tagging or from a user profile which is labeled with a qualitative location, usually a greater geographic area like a city. With trained classifiers, the geographic location supplemented by tweet content can predict the home location of the tweeter [44]. For epidemiology, location data is a special piece of information that is desired because of the power it gives to mapping local outbreaks. Another advantage of Twitter data is the power of context. Not only can keyword frequencies be counted, as the case with Google searches, but connotation can also be evaluated to filter for only the most relevant tweets. For these reasons, Twitter is seen as a big data set with much potential in the public health sector [6, 17, 7].
1.5 Past Epidemiological Work using Twitter

The Twitter dataset, with both location and connotation neatly packed into 140 character snippets, is perfect for epidemiology. When looking at health-related tweets, 17.6% were about personal experience which confirms the existentialistic of self-reporting by patients [39]. Different models have been created to understand the context of tweets have been studied, particularly in the health-related sense, such as the Ailment Topic Aspect Model which was able to find a strong set of keywords of descriptions, symptoms and treatments for broad categories of public health. Optimal subsets of keywords for categories including cancer, allergies and oral health have been published [54]. [www.healthtweets.org] is a site that uses Twitter to monitor public health. Although no predictive modeling is included, statistical classifiers are used to identify health-related tweets, where they are then annotated and geo-located using a tool developed by the creators called Carmen. The site has tracked trends over billions of tweets, at a processing rate of 10 million a day [17].

The relationship between Twitter and social behavior has been studied recently as well. Twitter activity related to disease outbreaks has been shown to go through different phases [36]. The volume of tweets is initially very high when news and public service awareness tweets are trying to get information out. When news of the outbreak gets older, this volume decreases and we observe a corresponding increase of self-reporting as the presence of the disease becomes common knowledge. In this study, we clearly see Twitter phases which we will further analyze in our results (see Section 3.4) The content of tweets has also been looked at. Social media often promotes false information, which is no different for medical knowledge. A study on the quality of information about Ebola on Twitter in Nigeria, revealed that almost 60% of information on the disease was inaccurate, and often retweeted uncorrected [52]. This misinformation can often lead to swellings of twitter volume as people react to a fear or concern.
The gold mine of Twitter data has resulted in many epidemiological studies most of which a shared similar overall approach. The first step is to use some type of classification system to find relevant tweets either from sentiment analysis, statistical classifiers or other natural language processing techniques. Then the analysis focuses around establishing a correlation from tweet frequency to the gold standard sometimes using clustering [24], naive Bayesian models [3] or support vector machine (SVM) techniques [63, 24, 3]. Occasionally, regression models are built for some predictive modeling but only for larger data sets, usually related to the flu [2].

But there are always nuances. Even for self-reporting, understanding content may require advanced linguistics to classify tweets [37]. The tenses of the verbs, as well as the subject/predicate relationships are easy for humans to distinguish but require more training and clever methods for automation. Methods usually train on labeled data from humans, with sample sizes on the order of 10,000 to classify a two or three trends over time [37].

For these reasons, although Twitter data is massive, there are still limitations surrounding the availability of data for certain geographic resolutions once multiple filters for keywords are applied. It is still easiest to model and track diseases that are the most common, like the flu, even on Twitter [54].

Flu predictions in the United States using Twitter data have shown positive results. Some of this can be attributed to the large amount of data available — as the flu is an annual epidemic that follow similar seasonal trends. With a data set of 280,000 across the United States over past years, studies have achieved 80% F1-recall accuracy [3]. Another study used Twitter data as a correction factor to models built from other data sources to predict flu levels and reported that the error rate was reduced by 17-30% when Twitter data was incorporated. The most similar approach to the one presented in this paper, with respect to the treatment of processing of Twitter data, was a 2014 paper tracking the
2012-2013 flu outbreak in New York City. Geo-coded tweets were used with 3000 tweets collected on a keyword tally. These authors were able to reach a correlation of $R = 0.763$ which beat out the $R = 0.683$ of Google Search Query trends [48].

There have been a handful of studies using Twitter for non-flu outbreaks. As mentioned before, a Twitter study about Ebola aimed to find how much misinformation existed about the disease [52]. A geographic and time-based study on Dengue Fever in Brazil was also conducted and seen success; Brazil is a country with extremely high Twitter usage so this was a natural location to extend non-flu studies to [24]. Only recently has current work been done towards tracking and predicting lesser-known diseases in more localized regions, where Twitter usage is not exceptionally high, but still prevalent enough to warrant study.

### 1.6 Big Data and Epidemiology Today

Big data in epidemiology has continually grown as a field and studies are being conducted for various diseases around the world utilizing the spectrum of data available. The field has expanded in such a way that in 2014, the first IEEE conference was held on the exact topic of big data in computational epidemiology [32].

Other than social media, a variety of sites and mobile apps have sought to give access to cleaner data from the population by creating self-reporting portals. Rather than gleam self-reporting numbers from Twitter, sites like [www.sickweather.com][62] and [www.flunearou.com][19] collect voluntary reports of various sicknesses. This high quality data comes at the cost of being low in volume, with SickWeather having only 8 cases of being “sick” over a 2 week period in all of Boston [62] at a randomly selected time. Even with cleaner data in terms of context, predictive modeling may not be the sole purpose of these sites; rather, they wish simply to be as local notifiers of relative intensity,
not real predictors of numbers computed from a model \[19\]. SickWeather, however, does have its own modeling methods, claiming to search through social media and even filter for context, but the method is not revealed, merely stating that it is “patent-pending”.

The greatest drawback of these sites is that the data is collected either too generic (with keywords like “sick” or “fever”) which could be any disease or too specific, built only for the flu, which has quality data already. The combination of different data sources, however, is presented by another team running a website used to track all diseases — www.healthmap.org \[?\]. The different diseases can have varying prediction methods, with the FluCast \[31\] being the most developed, but the site contains automated real-time predictions and visualizations for all. FluCast trains separate classifiers on the different sources of flu data (including Google Flu Trends, Google Search Queries, AthenaHealth and FluNearYou) and combines them to form one predictive model in an ensemble mixture-of-experts approach. It is able to outperform any of the data signals alone but is still only as powerful as the availability of data, currently tied to the flu \[31\].

However, for diseases not as popular as influenza and in more specific regions, the effect of big data has not sped up modeling yet. Predictive modeling the outbreak of Chikungunya fever in Puerto Rico or even the greater region, at the time of this thesis, has not been published despite the first large outbreak occurring half a year ago in July 2014. The CDC released a report in December about monitoring the disease and reporting the outbreak levels from May to August \[61\], but that there were no predictive elements. Another paper in Spanish analyzed lessons learned from the handling of the outbreak in the Dominican Republic, which although forward-looking, still did not give any measure of predictive capability \[55\]. We believe there is still ground to be broken, not just for Chikungunya in Puerto Rico, but also in developing a pipeline that can be generalized to any disease or region (see Section \[4.1.3\]).
1.7 Puerto Rico, the Internet and Twitter

One of the requirements of any social media study for a region is Internet penetration, which is how prevalent access to the Internet is. Increased penetration leads to greater usage of social media, which is the source of epidemiological big data studies [32][7]. Puerto Rico has a relatively high Internet penetration compared to its Caribbean neighbors like the Dominican Republic [25]. Google information citing the World bank claims a penetration of 73.9% in 2013 [25]. Other sources report a percentage of 57% for those 12 and older, which represents close to 2 million Internet denizens [35][34]. With regard to social media in particular, even in 2013 when a study was done, 89% of Puerto Rican Internet surfers connected to social media sites [9][34], with Facebook being the number one site at almost 79% and Twitter being the 4th most popular (behind Facebook, Instagram and Google+) at 23.1%. Even at this percentage, Puerto Rico would have 400,000 Twitter users. Since then, Puerto Rico Internet usage has been projected to increase [9] and grow more mobile [9][35], which will increase geo-tagging percentage. For 2014, we collected over 10 million geo-coded tweets with location coordinates in Puerto Rico, see Section 2.2.

1.8 Chikungunya Fever

Chikungunya fever is caused from a virus that is spread to humans from the bite of an infected female Aedes aegypti or Aedes albopictus mosquito [59][10][70][58]. The first reported case was during 1952 in southern Tanzania [70]. Due to the same mosquito vector and similar symptoms /citeWHOchik, Chikungunya can be confused with dengue fever — with hepatomegaly, the swelling of the liver, being a key differentiating factor between Chikungunya and classical dengue fever [58].

A unique factor that is important to bear in mind when trying to control outbreaks
is that a human with Chikungunya fever can “back-infect” other mosquitoes who bite
the human host \[10\]. Diagnosis of the disease involves blood tests for specific antibodies
\[70\]. The incubation period between the infected bite and expressing symptoms can be
anywhere from 2 to 12 days \[70\].

The primary symptoms are an abrupt fever coupled with debilitating arthralgia, or joint
pain. The severe joint pain experienced has led to the naming of the disease; “Chikungunya”
is a Kimakonde word meaning “to become contorted” as a result of the body pains
\[70\]. Other symptoms that are reported include muscle aches, nausea, rashes, fatigue
and headache \[10, 58, 70, 59\]. Fortunately, the disease is not lethal, barring co-morbid
complications, but can lead to chronic arthralgia \[70\].

Currently, there are no vaccines to prevent Chikungunya fever \[10, 58, 70, 59\] and no
antiviral drugs \[70, 59\]. Any medicine prescribed is for alleviating symptoms and ensuring
plenty of fluids and rest is the only medical suggestion to all patients once infected \[10, 58\].
Prevention is the same for preventing mosquito bites and other mosquito vector disease:
bug-repellent, long clothing and being wary during active mosquito hours \[70\]. Once
infected with Chikungunya, however, the person is likely to develop an immunity for the
future \[10\].

Chikungunya has been reported in the Americas, Asia, Africa and Europe in over 60
countries \[70, 59, 58\]. In the Americas, it was first reported in the Caribbean region in
December of 2013 but the largest outbreaks occurred in July, with subsequent outbreaks
in October and late November \[10\]. As of February 27th, the Pan-American Health Or-
ganization (PAHO) has tallied 1.2 million reported cases \[10\]. On the Center for Disease
Control (CDC) website, there are “nowcasts” that are summaries of the reported cases per
month across Central and South America though on the scale of 20 dots per month for a
visualization encompassing the entire region. The CDC does its best to track outbreaks
of Chikungunya as immediately as possible but most studies of outbreaks are retroactive
by at least a few months. A report on the first outbreak in July was released four months after the relative end of the outbreak, after another outbreak had already occurred [61]. Speeding up this process to be in real time is one of the primary goals of our exploration using Twitter data.

1.9 Lasso Selection and Least Angle Regression

The Lasso, or Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator, is a selection method for linear regressions [30, 65], first proposed by Robert Tibshirani of Stanford in 1996. [66]. Lasso fits the same linear model (Eq. 1.1) as more well-known methods like ordinary least squares (OLS) [65], where once the coefficients, $b_i$s are obtained, they can be used to fit and predict out of sample data with a new set independent variables.

\[
\hat{y} = b_0 + b_1 x_1 + b_2 x_2 + \ldots + b_n x_n
\] (1.1)

The development of the Lasso method was to improve on OLS estimates in two ways: prediction accuracy (minimizing variance on estimates) and interpretation (determine smaller subsets of important variables), both of which are important in epidemiological applications [66]. Previously, there have been two common improvements for OLS estimation: subset selection and ridge regression. Subset selection allows coefficients to be set to 0 which effectively removes them from the model allowing for easier interpretation when there is a large set of possibly explanatory variables. However, small changes in the data can result in vastly different subsets [66]. Ridge regression continuously shrinks coefficients to reduce their importance in the regression model, which is more numerically stable than subsetting, but the coefficients can never reach 0 to be eliminated from the model. Lasso seeks to combine these two approaches (hence the name) through changing
the objective function which is minimized to using the L1-norm as the penalizing function with a threshold tuning parameter, see Algorithm ??.

---

**Algorithm 1: The Lasso Problem Formation [66]**

**Input:** \((x^i, y_i)\) where \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, N\) and \(x^i = (x^i_1, \ldots, x^i_p)^T\) standardized to \(\mu = 0, \sigma^2 = 0\)

**Input:** tuning parameter \(t \geq 0\)

1. Let \(\hat{\beta} = (\hat{\beta}_1, \ldots, \hat{\beta}_p)^T\)
2. Let Lasso estimate be, \((\hat{\alpha}, \hat{\beta})\), where:

\[
(\hat{\alpha}, \hat{\beta}) = \arg\min\left\{ \frac{N}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i - \alpha - \sum_{j} \hat{\beta}_j x^i_j)^2} \right\} \text{ under the constraint } \sum_j |\beta_j| \leq t
\]

The tuning parameter, \(t\), controls the amount of shrinkage. The amount of shrinkage can be approximately quantified. If \(t = t_0/2\), where \(t_0 = \sum |\hat{\beta}^{\circ}_j|\), the result will be similar to finding the optimal subset of size \(p/2\) [66]. In general, when \(t < t_0\), more coefficients will be shrunk towards 0 and possibly being set to exactly 0 [66].

Solving for Lasso becomes a quadratic programming problem with linear constraints [30], so despite a final linear model, solving the lasso occurs through non-linear paths [20]. Often used is the “shooting algorithm” [21] which is a type of coordinate descent optimization, proposed two years after Lasso which solved the Lasso with multiple parameters. The regularization path for Lasso is computed via a slight modification on LARS (Least Angle Regression and Shrinkage) [18], which is a model selection algorithm that is more efficient than traditional forward selection algorithms [18]. We summarize the forward selection algorithm, in Algorithm 2 and compare it to the LARS algorithm, Algorithm 3.

---

**Algorithm 2: Forward stepwise regression [65]**

**Input:** coefficients \(b_i = 0, \forall i\)

1. Start with empty model
2. foreach predictor not in model do
3. Add predictor \(x_i\) most correlated to \(y\) to model
4. Compute residual:
5. \(r = y - \hat{y}\)
Algorithm 3: Least angle regression \[65\]

**Input:** coefficients $b_i = 0, \forall i$

1. Start with predictor $x_i$ most correlated to $y$ and empty model
2. Compute residual:
   \[ r = y - \hat{y} \]
3. \textbf{foreach} predictor not in model \textbf{do}
   \[ \textbf{while} \ corr(x_i, r) < corr(x_j, r) \] where $x_i \in \text{model}$ and $x_j$ is any predictor $\notin \text{model}$
   \[ \textbf{do} \]
   \[ \textbf{ Increment coefficients of } b_i \forall i \in \text{model} \text{ in the direction of joint least squares} \]
   \[ \textbf{ Add equally-correlated predictor to model} \]
   \[ \textbf{ Update residual:} \]
   \[ r = y - \hat{y} \]

The extension of the least angle regression algorithm to compute the entire path of lasso solutions can be achieved by removing all zero-valued coefficients from the set of predictors and then recomputing the joint least squares direction \[65\], as $t = [0, \inf]$ Since its development, Lasso variants have been published for adaptive quantile estimators and to model error when moments of the error are unknown. Work has also been done to optimize the process of solving the quadratic programming problem \[12\].
Chapter 2

Methodology

“Hiding within those mounds of data is knowledge that could change the life of a patient, or change the world.”

— Atul Butte, Stanford School of Medicine [60]

2.1 Twitter Database

The research group under John Brownstein has been routinely pulling tweets using the public Twitter API [68] to maintain a database of historic geo-tagged tweets. The tweets are stored into a MongoDB database and hosted online. Due to the large amount of metadata available per tweet, our working database was built selecting only certain fields of interest and then including a unique ID to another database where the entire metadata directly from the Twitter query is stored. This processing step selects for the essentials like user id, tweet content, tweet date, and accessdate, but also saved fields that were not necessarily in all tweets, such as our geo-coding profile vs. GPS numbers, language of tweet, etc. The database is being maintained by Clark Freifeld of the Brownstein lab, so that we can rerun
the analysis on up-to-date data by rerunning our pipeline. Their are different clones of the database which are optimized for different operations — and for our read-only needs, there was one such database set up to increase query performance.

The REST API limit allow access of around 1% of the total daily tweets — amounting to 5 million a day [67]. There are other sources such as GNIP[23] and DataSift[14] that allow for almost full volume (at a price) but we have not found this necessary — the extent of Twitter data already available for us is enough for large enough sample sizes of our refined queries. Even with our API query limit, we are able to saturate our daily quota with geo-tagged tweets (so we believe that the true percentage of geo-coded tweets may be somewhere from 2-5% of all the tweets[14]). The selection process of only geo-tagged tweets comes from querying for the existence of the longitude and latitude fields (between [-180,180] and [-90, 90]) to capture all tagged tweets. The geographic information can exist in two forms: either as a profile location (where we translate the given geographical name like a city into a bounding box and then save the midpoints) or even more simply, a GPS reading at the location the tweet was made. We stored both types of geo-information in our database into separate fields to allow for differentiation. The profile location will thus be a looser bound but since they are saved differently, during analysis, this data can be processed. As will be discussed later in Section 3.1, 70-80% of the Puerto Rico tweets had both profile and tweet locations and were consistent.

2.2 Removing the “Big” from Big Data

Filtering the complete Twitter database was the first step. We wanted to pair down our data in two separate processes — the first would be a coarse filter, where we would run an expensive operation on the entire database once in our analysis and the second would be filtering the working database, which could be further queried as analysis decisions
were made. Our coarse filter used `mongodump` to export the database to one that could be restored locally, with the below constraints:

1. Tweet Creation Date (field `cr`) > 1/1/2014

2. Profile Geo-Tag (fields `plt` and `pln`) or Tweet Geo-Tag (fields `tlt` and `tln`) are within the bounding box including Puerto Rico (Latitude $[17.5^\circ N, 18.7^\circ N]$, Longitude: $[65^\circ W, 68^\circ W]$)

After the coarse filter, we kept 14430635 tweets (via `db.collection.find().count()`) — representing the total number of geocoded tweets from January 1st 2014 to January 15th, 2015 (the date of the most recent query).

The fine-grained filters applied varied slightly depending on research question, but the primary operations revolved around using PyMongo and other Python libraries to output datafiles of regex keyword queries fed to the `db.find()`. Our Regex search for the `t`, tweet content, field of our database was of the format `/\b.*KEYWORD.*\b/i` where keyword is from the below Figure 2.1 of keywords of interest, using the Python `re` library. This query, for those unfamiliar with regular expressions, will match any text between spaces that contains our keyword, case-insensitive. This means a keyword “Chikungunya” will be able to match even more complex hashtags sometimes found in tweets like “#hateCHIKUNGUNYA!!”
The queries were grouped approximately by week (with deviations to match the inconsistencies in our gold standard, see Section 2.3) and counts (using the PyMongo function `db.collection.count()`) were displayed in a comma-separated value datafile.

We considered allowing for misspellings (through flexibility in our regular expression) but not only would wildcards drastically increase query time (evening adding the wildcard repeats right before the keyword resulted in a 10-20x slow down, but we observed that this consideration was not necessary. After reviewing our results on the keyword searches, including the fact that CHIKV, the abbreviation of the Chikungunya virus was never mentioned and that adding the wild card repeat only altered the result by around 1% we believe that less than 1% of all mentions of Chikungunya were spelled incorrectly.
on Twitter and decided to ignore misspellings in favor of computation time.

### 2.3 Our “Golden Standard”

When evaluating any predictive or informative modeling, it is necessary to have a gold standard. In our case, we needed to find a published report of the number of Chikungunya cases in Puerto Rico. The World Health Organization (WHO) and the Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO) publish nearly weekly PDFs that summarize the cases of Chikungunya in various countries in the Americas — of which Puerto Rico is independently tallied. The PAHO data starts as early as the first full week of 2014. For the purposes of comparisons, our Twitter data models match the same time periods as the releases of the PAHO Chikungunya in the Americas reports. Initially, when the disease is first starting to be diagnosed in the country, PAHO will only report the number of confirmed cases. As the disease continues to spread, however, PAHO will model a “suspected” case number. It is this number that we believe will be a better gold standard for our study since Twitter, by utilizing self-reporting, should be able to track the actual number of cases and not just those that go to hospitals. For Chikungunya in Puerto Rico, the first case was confirmed the week of May 25 but it wasn’t until several weeks after until other cases were confirmed before PAHO started to publish a suspected cases number on their weekly reports (June 22 was the first week of reported suspected cases). There is also an imported case number that is tracked for cases that come to the island via travel but this number was one order of magnitude lower and very irregular, so we chose to ignore it.

It is important to note that all of the reported numbers are cumulative. To compute the weekly numbers, pairwise differences were taken from week to week. Corrections are also sometimes made into the data and unfortunately, do not get highlighted and are instead observed as artifacts in the data, sometimes resulting in negative new cases in a week.
2.4 Exploring the Dataset

Exploring the data was an iterative process as we did not know what to expect. The process was initiated with mockup graphing done in the Excel workspace. Excel made it very easy to setup different sheets for slight variations of data, graph results of multiple methods and compare them, all in one workbook. The majority of the initial work was to consolidate our counts into the same time intervals as in our gold standard, and then correlate the counts for each keyword to the standard. Graphs were also created to help see relative movement and predictions of peaks, which is often a feature that epidemiologists are interested in [41].

We also experimented with normalization at this phase. When graphing, the relative movements are important and different normalization techniques were used including scaling from 0 to 1, computing z-scores for each time series and scaling by weekly tweet volume. Each normalization method was then rationalized. Scaling from 0 to 1 by dividing by the maximum would be model the shape of the disease data — the outbreak is always compared to a peak value for the year. The z-scores would help us detect numbers that deviated and were very surprising, possibly helping identify periods of outbreak. Normalizing by weekly tweet volume would help remove bias of weeks simply having more tweets and season increased tweeting trends, but may not always be appropriate as the changes in volume could in fact be due to self-reporting which we are trying to track. All of these normalized numbers had different interpretations and could all be used as different sets of independent variables for our regression and at this phase, were all computed and kept.

Regarding the keywords of symptoms, not specific to Chikungunya (like cough and fever), the plan was to eliminate a mean background which would be computed from the counts before the outbreaks. But after observing that the symptoms were so rarely
tweeted, we chose to ignore the keywords and only work with the principle keyword of “Chikungunya”.

To answer the question of geographic location, we D3.js with a TopoJSON representation (from GDAL [1]) of Puerto Rico to visualize where the tweets were occurring. The setup for the map was inspired by a D3 work [5] and adapted to allow for interactivity with tweet visualizations. The direct longitude and latitude coordinates were plotted on top of the map of Puerto Rico along with variable slider bars done in jQuery to control the dates. Upon user input, the changed date would repopulate the points on the map but only those that fit the time window. This visualization helped us confirm where the tweets were coming from and was a useful tool to visualize the scale of the outbreak around Puerto Rico.

2.5 Tweet Curation

After selecting for keywords, we wanted to understand the connotation behind the usage of each keyword. We wanted to “curate”, or categorize, each tweet into different categories for context. For this project, we dumped the content field of each tweet that we queried into a datafile that was sent to curators (see Acknowledgments 4.2). For continued analysis of new data as we continue to monitor the outbreak from the eyes of Twitter, we now utilize a previously designed web interface, designed by Jared Hawkins for future curations (see Acknowledgements 4.2). The curators were bilingual as the Tweets were 58%/42% for English/Spanish by accessing the lang field. If additional languages or work hours were required, Amazon’s Mechanical Turk has also previously been used by the Brownstein group [48]. Initially, some basic categorizations were offered to the curators along with some flexibility to create new groups. The two curators’ groupings were then evaluated and cross-validated. After understanding the content of the tweets, larger bins
were grouped to be used by Lasso as the independent variables. We also kept the more specific breakdown to help understand the breakdown of the otherwise larger “Other” Categories. The discussion of some observed categories is found in Section 3.7, but our final groupings are seen in Figure 2.2 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Self</td>
<td>Being sick or showing symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Others</td>
<td>Others being sick or showing symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government/Educational</td>
<td>Any news from official sites (often hyperlinked)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Awareness</td>
<td>Including the prevention, the song or general public awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Irrelevant/Unsure</td>
<td>Including jokes/threats or other non-awareness mentions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.2: Finalized groupings for curation with descriptions for curators, created after the initial curation to understand what content was in the tweets

This initial process was not automated as the data set turned out to be on the order of just over 1400 tweets. The automation process would require large enough data sets for each category to allow for distinctions to be made using automated language classification called Natural Language Processing (NLP). The training sets would need to be built for each language as well — requiring a lot of data. For this exploratory project, we did not have enough data to run a full natural language processing training and decided that the level of accuracy and understanding granted from human curation, at least at first, would be beneficial. The NLP automation, however, is a definite extension, see Section 4.1.1.

2.6 **Lasso Regression**

The Lasso regression (introduced in Section 1.9) was run using scikitlearn’s `sklearn.linear_model.lassocv()` with automatically computed \( \alpha \) along each step.
Given no prior information for our Lasso model, we did not choose to set a list of $\alpha$s. The cross validation was computed over $n = 3$, which is around 10-20% of our full data set, for smaller runs and up to ten-fold, $n = 10$, if allowed by the data (must have at least that many points of data to cross-validate) using `sklearn.cross_validation.KFold()`. The trained classifier was then used to fit data given another set of independent variables and that prediction was stored and computed to the outfile. The decisions of how Lasso was used to train and predict will be discussed in 3.8.2 In general, to allow for the automatic computation of $\alpha$, we did not train on any null data, meaning rows where we had no signal in our independent variables (our tweet counts) and this allowed for numeric stability of Lasso.
Chapter 3

Results and Discussion

“You can have data without information, but you cannot have information without data”

— Daniel Keyes Moran [45][60][16]

3.1 Evaluating Twitter as a Dataset for Puerto Rico

The process of exploring our data set first required analysis on how well our data set corresponded to our assumptions that Twitter is pervasive enough in Puerto Rico to be used as a signal. We looked at weekly Twitter volume for geo-coded tweets either by profile or by tweet location tags. From Figure 3.1, we see the annual trend of volume for 2014. We highlight a couple particularly interesting features. First, we see that there appears a relatively stable volume of around 100,000 tweets per week until the first week of April. There then seems to be a sudden spike in volume to over 250,000 for 15 or so weeks afterward. We hypothesize that this may have been Twitter API related, possibly an API rate limit increase or a change in the geo-tagging indications, discussed shortly. We do expect winter months to have less volume due to greater activity, travel and tweets in
the warmer months but the sharp corner and sudden spike was not expected. We see a gradual peak during July and August which coincides with the warmest months of travel as well as the World Cup of 2014, a very frequently tweeted topic [69]. After the summer, the volumes decreased to around 13 million, with the exception of the week of 11/16/2014 which had an abnormally low 43,000 tweets. This error is probably due to tweet retrieval.

A possible discrepancy when working with our Twitter data is a change in the way the API stored different methods of geo-tagging. Twitter can keep track of two types: profile-specific, which is tied to the user, and tweet-specific locations, the location recorded at the time of the tweet. There seemed to have been a change in the way these methods were being stored on Twitter’s end. Our filtering accepted both profiles and tweet locations as location information was what we wanted. In most cases, tweets had both tweet and profile locations but there were some tweets with only one type of geo-coding. We wanted to see if this would affect any analysis by trying to see how well the total number of tweets with each geo-tagging method correlated. In Figure 3.2, we see that our regression slope is 0.93 indicating that indeed most tweets which have geo-tagging have both. We see that with the exception of a cluster around the $x = 100000$ where several weeks have more tweet-location tweets than profile location tweets, we notice that profile-based locations were slightly more common which is as expected since profiles are usually established by
users and the tweet location is an opt-in feature requiring GPS or triangulation of cellular signal.

![Weekly Counts of Profile vs. Tweet Geo-Tagging](image)

**Figure 3.2**: Scatter plot of tweet volume with profile geo-tagging (X-axis) vs. tweet location geo-tagging (Y-axis), the majority of geo-tagged tweets have both

But to further investigate, we wanted to see if the unique tweet-location only tweets were during the same time interval so we ran a time series of the volume of tweets that are only marked by one type of geo-tagging, as seen in Figure 3.3. We notice that there is a sudden change from being tweet-location favored to profile-location favored right at April 4, which also corresponds to the sharp increase of the weekly volumes of geo-coded tweets we saw in Figure 3.1, further confirming a possible change in our Twitter data as extracted from the public source.
The bottom line is that our Twitter data is still good for our analysis. With respect to volume, the observed low signal occurs at the beginning of 2014, which is outside the range of the Chikungunya outbreak (starting in late May to June). The only volume error inside our time period of interest is the aforementioned week of 11/16/2014. In the past year, there seems to have been changes in the way geo-tagging is stored in the Twitter API which is unfortunately out of our control, though we have seen that the two types of geo-tagging are generally consistent. However, we do not believe that this will affect our results much. We acknowledge, one possible issue, or lying, where profile based locations are not as accurate and can be made up. Yet the analysis in this thesis focuses on the entire region of Puerto Rico which profiles will generally be accurate. The nature of our study, reliant on self-reporting, inherently trusts the average user. It is possible that we will miss some tweets where the user has made up an imaginary location (false negative), but fewer people are expected to make up a profile claiming to be in Puerto Rico when not (false positive). Our curation step can also aid us in filtering away the noisy tweets.
3.2 The Not-So Golden Standard

When translating the weekly outbreak PDFs from the PAHO website [?] into a workable data format, we noticed many inconsistencies with the reported cases. Throughout the year of outbreak data, the format of outbreaks changed leading us to believe that the method of documenting cases has differed. Not only was the format different, but with the changes in format sometimes included lapses in data, when one report would suddenly miss data despite being in the middle of an outbreak. Because all of the reported numbers were cumulative, most of these lapses were very easy to detect (where two consecutive weeks had the same numbers). Sometimes, the confirmed number of cases decreased, which is a result of PAHO making retroactive corrections to past data but since this correction is not highlighted and previous reports not correct, when calculated weekly new cases, there are sometimes negative numbers.

Most notable was the failure of publications during certain weeks towards the end of the year. The missing or inconsistent weeks of data were the weeks beginning on: November 16, November 23, December 14 and December 28. To correct for this, since the reported numbers were cumulative, the difference between reports was still computed and assigned to a larger interval (up to 2-3 weeks combined). Since we are unsure about the distribution between weeks, we made no assumptions in trying to interpolate weekly numbers from this data. Therefore, not all of time intervals are even from points after November but for the purposes of this thesis, when we work with the data, we will still call it weekly despite the aggregations used.

Finally, the method of he suspected numbers that we are focusing on seem to be directly related to the confirmed case number. However, the method of computing the suspected number is not revealed. Due to the changes and sudden changes week to week, we do not suspect an SIR model to be used. PAHO’s calculation of a suspected number adds one
more layer of complexity and error.

Unfortunately our golden standard clearly has faults, as often is the case with epidemiological data, but this data may be the best available for the time. We will continue to use it as a reference and to train our models when a target is needed but we do keep in mind the inaccuracies in the PAHO data and also seek to make qualitative analyses about the social behaviors of Puerto Ricans responding to the outbreak as well.

3.3 Insights from the Dataset

After the usage of Twitter was validated, we proceeded down the pipeline to filter for keywords using our regular expressions. We recovered weekly counts of the filtered tweets and plotted this against the background volume to see if at least our most likely keywords were significantly different from varying due to Twitter volume. From Figure 3.4, we can clearly see how there is no signal for much of the year until the outbreak happens, upon which there are clear spikes indicating significant activity in response to the outbreak going on.

![Weekly Twitter Counts Relative to the Annual Max](image)

Figure 3.4: Relative weekly proportions, relative to maximum of the year, of the Chikungunya twitter signal and the total Twitter volume
From looking at our Twitter frequencies, we observed that all keywords tested in Figure 2.1 other than “Chikungunya” itself, did not have significant signals. In fact, the other keywords had surprisingly low signals, even our controls searching for other common diseases highlighting how alarming the Chikungunya outbreak was. We summarize the total and maximum weekly counts for our keywords below in Figure 3.5. There were nearly as many mentions of “Chikungunya” as “sick”. A generic keyword like “sick”, as expected, showed a very even signal throughout the year, unlike the outbreaking Chikungunya. Other diseases like Dengue and symptoms like rash, were an order of magnitude lower. Interestingly, we point out that the peak of “Dengue” hits was the same as the peak week of “Chikungunya” which shows how Chikungunya fever is often confused with the more well-known Dengue fever. The people of Twitter have shown this confusion as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Most in a Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chikungunya</td>
<td>“Chikungunya”</td>
<td>1449</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related</td>
<td>“Chikv”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms</td>
<td>“rash”</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related</td>
<td>“high fever”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“joint pain”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“nausea”</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“vomit”</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“photophobia”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“arthralgia”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>“Dengue”</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>“flu”</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“sick”</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“cough”</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.5: Total tweets and max hits per week of keywords, same ones as Figure 2.1
We then computed the correlation of our “Chikungunya” keyword twitter signal with the suspected number of cases in Figure 3.6. The correlation is moderate at 0.77.

We believe that the social media scene should more accurately model the number of people who are actually sick, which PAHO can only guess with its suspected number. This is in contrast to the confirmed cases number which is from a count of the patients in hospitals, which PAHO can know with greater certainty. We show that these two numbers do not actually correlate well in Figure 3.7. The confirmed case number fluctuates greatly and appears to have an upper limit, which would be the number of patients seen able to be seen by doctors during the week.
We observed that two very obvious peaks in both graphs, one in late September and the other in late November but offset. Upon closer inspection, the November offset which seemed larger was actually just one time interval’s worth of data, just a larger time interval which was an artifact of the aggregation process to deal account for the missing weekly report, see Section 3.2. A reasonable explanation for this one week lag could be because it took some time for people to post about illness before actually going to the hospitals to get counted (and in turn increase suspected cases). This lag, set at one week, would seem to help our correlation, as seen in Figure 3.8.
After applying the one week lag on the Twitter data, we see a much better consistency with the peaks between Twitter and the suspected case outbreaks, with a computed correlation of 0.86, which is higher than the correlation between the suspected and confirmed cases as reported by PAHO.

In addition, we wanted to ensure that tweets were coming from independent sources, not the same few people tweeting repeatedly throughout the week. We counted the number of unique users and plotted the scaled proportions to the maximum per week against the number of tweets mentioning “Chikungunya” in Figure 3.9. We see that the shape is extremely similar with a correlation of 0.985 so we do not believe the number of unique users will bias our tallies.
3.4 The Phases of Twitter

In analyzing the new lagged time series (Figure ??, we have detected features of our graph that may be explainable by social behaviors, highlighted in Figure [3.10]. The first phase is called the “Onset Phase”, where the medical community has reported enough cases from the local population that the government and/or PAHO are keeping watch on the disease in case it becomes an epidemic. The first relative maximum occurs during this phase. The volume of tweets will then gradually increase as the disease becomes more and more known, and we see moderate levels of disease — enough to warrant precaution from the health agencies. The second phase is the “Crisis Phase”. Here we see an increasing amount of suspected cases with a corresponding swell of related Twitter activity in what is actually a second outbreak and larger outbreak. In the case of Chikungunya, a disease not as well-known as some of its counterparts like Dengue, the fear of an outbreak and the announcement by various news sources will amplify the signal to abnormal highs. The third phase is the “Post-Crisis Phase”, where although the disease will outbreak to new heights, the activity on Twitter is much diminished since the initial fear and speculation...
around the disease is not as large. There are fewer tweets with respect to news, education and reporting since the population has already been educated previously. What is left, we hope, is self-reporting. This last phase is the one that will be stable over time, where the flu currently stands, which makes it easier for social media to predict.

Figure 3.10: The Twitter phases plotted on top of the suspected cases and the one-week lagged Twitter signal, as in Figure 3.8. Phase I, “the Onset Phase”, leads up to the first outbreak from the first suspicions of a possible new epidemic; Phase II, “the Crisis Phase”, is during the first large outbreak; Phase III, “the Post-Crisis Phase”, includes subsequent outbreaks to present.

3.5 D3 as a Visualization Tool

The goal of the visualization was to ensure that the tweets were not all concentrated in one city or province. Although we expect more people to report from cities due to higher population and more bodies to spread the disease from, we wanted to observe the geographic distribution as well. In Figure 3.11 we see a screenshot of the interactive tool developed in D3.js which places a point for every tweet mentioning “Chikungunya” in a time range that you can select and drag on the top. We also highlight the computed number of counts in this time window as well.
Figure 3.11: The interactive tool in D3.js which allows for interactive adjustable time frames, currently viewing from June 23 to September 23, spanning the first outbreak in Puerto Rico, centered around San Juan.

From the visualization, we also created an automated video to highlight the outbreak of the disease over time. This allowed us to see the progression over time. If we presume that our Twitter frequencies act as proxies for the actual cases, we can tell a story of the outbreak, which we will accompany with Figure 3.12. We notice that the first cases were near San Juan, which is as expected since it is the capital and largest city as seen in Figures 3.12a and 3.12b. For the first few weeks (Figure 3.12c), these cases are intermittent but during the months of July and August, we observe the first geographic outbreak in San Juan (Figures 3.12d and 3.12e) in our Twitter space which is confirmed by the previously graphed PAHO data. The second and large outbreak happens (refer again back to Figure ??) where we see Chikungunya spread to Ponce (Figure 3.12f) and then to the non-urban areas of Puerto Rico (Figure 3.12g). The outbreak subsides slightly in November but the newer cases that we do observe are more in the non-urban regions (Figure 3.12h). We conclude our geographic story of the Puerto Rico outbreak the cumulative graph of all the Twitter locations which we believe does model the outbreak, Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.12: Cumulative tweets mentioning “Chikungunya” during for each month of the outbreak, each semi-transparent red dot is one hit
3.6 Variations on Using the Data

When working with the time series data, rather than using the weekly Twitter counts, we considered normalizing for that week’s Twitter volume. Normalization allows the signal to be unbiased by weekly volume. In our analysis seen previously, from Figure 3.1 and Section refsec:weekly, we see that even with some seasonal fluctuation of volume, the range is around double, whereas our signal is very clear and is around 4-5 fold different between outbreaks. Still, we did try normalization over weekly volume and found that overall the shape is very similar, but normalization does lose the signal tracking the last outbreak during the post-scare phase discussed in Section 3.4 (Figure 3.14). This may be because being sick with Chikungunya during the epidemic may actually lead to an increased volume of tweets from those who are sick and normalization would actually bury the strength of the signal.
Figure 3.14: Normalized and raw Twitter signals over time, each scaled as a proportion to their maximum week, one week lag for Twitter signal is included; notice the black circle highlighting the loss of a relative peak which corresponds to a post-scare phase outbreak when accounting for normalization.

We also considered normalizing by the mean of each signal, computing z-scores but with an expected background of zero with skewed left data (most weeks will have no signal on keywords when there is no outbreak), the mean and z-scores may not well represent sharp outbreak peaks.

3.7 Lessons from and Results of Curation

Due to our small data size, the 1500 tweets were classified by humans to ensure greatest accuracy. The categories would serve as independent variables to our regression. From our initial duration of the tweets, we found some surprising categories, which did not fall into the standard categories we were expecting but seemed relevant. Two such surprises were the Chikungunya Song (an actual pop song by artist Wayne J) and the Chikungunya Bracelet (a mosquito-repelling bracelet). Originally, they were marked as “Irrelevant”, but later, were transferred to the “Awareness and Other Related” grouping. Although
not directly about being sick, these tweets were expected to correlate with the number of people sick, as increased awareness is generally due to people seeing the effects of the epidemic.

We sample some of the tweets below to show example tweets of each category in Figure 3.15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Sample Tweet Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Self</td>
<td>“Me han diagnosticado Chikungunya, sinceramente esto es HORRIBLE!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Just been diagnosed with Chikungunya, honestly this is HORRIBLE!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Others</td>
<td>“My uncle got sick with the chikungunya flu. #rip #2sick4life #getwell”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government/Educational</td>
<td>“Reporte semanal de de Salud refleja 133 casos confirmados del chikungunya, lo que eleva a 386 los casos confirmados en el ao.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Weekly Health Report confirms 133 cases of Chikungunya, bringing the total to 386 cases this year”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Awareness</td>
<td>“No encuentro mi pulsera anti chikungunya #nohayflow”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I can’t find my anti-Chikungunya bracelet #nohayflow”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Irrelevant/Unsure</td>
<td>“Est la Chikungunya pero nos gusta ms la Ganya-chiku”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It’s ‘Chikungunya’, but we prefer ‘Ganya-chiku’.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.15: Sample tweets from each curation groups, tweets in Spanish translated in non-italics

We tried to get a sense of how each new category affected the correlation to see if there was a principal category that contributed the most. The below Figure 3.16 shows how certain subsets of the curation categories correlated to the CDC suspected case data prior to
the regression modeling. We see that most subsets do not perform as well as the total, which confirmed that during different phases of the Twitter scene, the most important curated categories would change in time. We do notice that news and awareness has the lowest correlation as the volume of news tweets steeply fall off in subsequent outbreaks. Slightly surprising was the strong correlation of the “Joke/Unknown” category. We hypothesize that this could be due to the nature of Twitter being very brief and sometimes cryptic with the 140 character cap. Twitter content can be private and meant for friends, and jokes may encoded for self-reporting, but unknown to our readers, as a third party.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curation Category Subset</th>
<th>Correlation to Suspected Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Self</td>
<td>0.711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Others</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Related</td>
<td>0.459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joke/Unknown</td>
<td>0.854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Relevant</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Reporting</td>
<td>0.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-News</td>
<td>0.859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.16: Correlation values to the suspected PAHO outbreak numbers, lagged one week, taking only tweet counts sorted into the categories named in each row

### 3.8 Predictive Modeling Using Lasso

We chose to run all regressions with Lasso (see Section ?? and ?? due to the easy to explain linear coefficients but with non-linear optimization paths. All training was done on data that was clipped to start on the week of June 22. This was the first week when
PAHO reported a suspected case number (confirmed numbers occurred a couple weeks earlier). During these weeks, the occurrence of “Chikungunya” on Twitter was already present, but still low enough to warrant claiming that we starting our predictive model training at the start of the “Onset Phase” of Twitter and the Chikungunya outbreak.

### 3.8.1 Discovering Meaningful Coefficients

With a less-confident source of actual weekly suspected cases, there is something to be learned from the coefficients of our linear model — which is one of the advantages of Lasso over traditional least-squares techniques. We trained our model on each of the three phases (discussed in Section 3.4) and then perform in-sample fitting. We observe high correlations (Figure ?? of our in-sample fitting indicating that the outbreak can be well represented by the linear model. We see the correlation of the lowest phase is the post-crisis phase, which is the one with the noisiest data in the PAHO reports, see Section 3.2. The graph of the time series shows the high quality fit except for the last phase, Figure 3.18.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Correlation to Suspected Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onset Phase</td>
<td>0.943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisis Phase</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Crisis Phase</td>
<td>0.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.17: Correlation values to the suspected PAHO outbreak numbers, lagged one week, taking only tweet counts sorted into the categories named in each row
Figure 3.18: The fitted data (combined into one series) for all three phases show with the actual number of suspected cases

Most importantly, we look at Figure 3.19 to see the coefficients change given training for the three phases. Overall, news is almost always set to 0 which informs us that the volume of news tweets does not correlate with the outbreak, at any point. For the first phase, the two kept coefficients are for both grouping of “other”, which can be because with fewer tweets, our model is more susceptible to noise. We believe that we are not missing any categories and that the onset phase is simply hard to predict using social media since volumes are low. For the crisis phase, we see the rise of importance of self-reporting, as related “other” tweets which comprised of a lot of peer education about the disease. During the post-crisis phase, unfortunately this reaches into the weak data, so we observe that again the “other irrelevant” tweets has the sole weight. With increased time points, and excising poor data from the gold standard, we believe that we will see more self-reporting only, as the education and news phase will have diminished.
### Phase I: Onset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Coefficient $b_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Self</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Others</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Related</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Relevant</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Irrelevant</td>
<td>43.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Phase II: Crisis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Coefficient $b_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Self</td>
<td>21.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Others</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Related</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Relevant</td>
<td>34.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Irrelevant</td>
<td>21.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Phase III: Post-Crisis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Coefficient $b_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Self</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting for Others</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Related</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Relevant</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Irrelevant</td>
<td>139.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.19: Coefficients for each curation category for each of the three phases, as computed by our Lasso model

#### 3.8.2 Out-Sample Prediction Models with Lasso

**Static Train and Extend**

After understanding the coefficients, we wished to demonstrate some out-sample tests to see correlation. We started with training on the same phases of data we distinguished before, so that the coefficients would be the same. We extended the fit to model all points
in the time series rather than just the time points in sample. We tried both training on phase I only, Figure 3.20, and phase II only, Figure ?? as these two phases showed the best correlation and had cleaner outbreak data.

We saw what we had expected. Since the early phase training is prone to noise, our model built from “other relevant” and “other irrelevant” categories did not expect to perform well. The measured correlation was 0.283. This model tracks the crisis phase fairly but in the post-crisis phase, fails to even pick up a signal with the third outbreak in November. When we trained on phase II, where “self-reporting” and “other relevant” tweets were incorporated, we saw a better model, with a correlation of 0.436, though still not the best. Our phase II model does detect the peak in late November (though only relatively as it misses the magnitude) but where the models fails is during the onset phase, as the first outbreak in August is missed. From these two static prediction models, we have shown that our predictions are very sensitive to how we categorize and where we train. However, some general guidelines, if needing to build a static training model, would be to pick an outbreak with significant volume and train on that data, just like our phase II in this case.

![Phase I Trained Model Extended](image)

Figure 3.20: Predictions with onset phase coefficients of Figure ?? training extended to entire period
Since our static predictive modeling approach missed some peaks, we sought to improve our approach by allowing dynamic training. In dynamic training, we retrain our Lasso model at every week, to account for the most recent available data. With this paradigm, predictions made at the end of the 20 or so weeks train on all previous weeks. We see in Figure 3.22 the predictions of our dynamic model. The reported correlation for this model is only 0.179 and this confirms the visual analysis of not being a very good fit. We believe that Twitter trends will greatly vary from phase to phase and the cumulative trends are actually not strong. Using all previous data becomes detrimental. In addition, we have almost set ourselves up for low correlations because the cross-validation size is 3 requiring only 3 weeks of training data to predict. Note that in Figure 3.22, the first value we predict is the week of July 13 instead of June 22. This portion of our Twitter signal is quite variable as we’ve discussed and when we have only a few, noisy data points to train on, we can do no better than to make a wild prediction — which is why the early part of Figure 3.22 is much different from the actual values. We also visualize the coefficients.
(normalized to be between 0 and 1 for each category) of the model are tracked over time in the form of a heatmap shown in Figure 3.23. We see that In the beginning, “irrelevant” tweets have larger weights but as time goes on, more and more weight is being put towards self-reporting, the single most consistently correlated category.

Figure 3.22: Predictions of the dynamic training model retrained weekly using all past $n$ weeks of previous data to predict the $n + 1$ value
Rolling Window Dynamic Training

From our full dynamic and static models, we have observed that phase to phase changes required active modeling to adjust for but that cumulative training did not work well. We then decided to try a rolling-window approach, where we would train on \( n \) past weeks to predict the value for the \((n + 1)^{st}\) week. After each week, the new observed point would be added, the rolling window shifted and the Lasso model recomputed. We tried rolling window sizes of 3 and 5 and compared the predicted values to the actual suspected case data. With this approach, we hoped to be able to capture things that were locally relevant while using the most recent set of data possible to account for social behavior changes on Twitter.
The graphs of the predicted values for \( n = 3 \) is shown in Figure 3.24 and for \( n = 5 \), in Figure 3.26. Despite having correlations of 0.243 and 0.348 for \( n = 3 \) and \( n = 5 \) rolling window models, we note the improvement from the cumulative dynamic model in the previous section. As before, a large part of the low correlation comes from the noisy phase III data, which has too few reliable data points to fit to our linear model. Recall that even the in-sample fitting produced correlations of less than 0.80.

Our dynamic rolling approach is sensitive to the window size, \( n \), and for this example, were chosen arbitrarily to be approximately half the size of the aforementioned Twitter phases. But with enough points in the future, the optimal size of the window can be computed. We notice that an \( n = 3 \) model is good at getting general levels right from week to week, but misses out on large spike weeks, namely the spike in early October and late November. The \( n = 5 \) model is better at predicting levels for the post-crisis phase but does not seem sensitive enough to pick up early outbreaks when self-reporting is not as prevalent — like for the August outbreak.

We again show the coefficients normalized within category for the time series as a heatmap for both (see Figures 3.25 and 3.27) rolling window models. In both models, we see the importance of the “other relevant” category which indicates that general awareness corresponds to outbreak levels. For the \( n = 3 \) model, we see that news is relevant during the first outbreak in the crisis phase in August, and then becomes irrelevant. Although in the \( n = 5 \) (Figure 3.27) model, we see news appear to have some weighting, this may be the fault of normalization, where things are scaled relative to their maximum magnitude. If the coefficient was very low, it will still normalize to dark blue since news is not important anywhere else it the time series. Encouragingly, we see in the \( n = 5 \) rolling window model that as time goes on moving away from the onset and crisis phases, we see the increased importance of self-reporting.
Figure 3.24: Predictions of the Lasso model retrained weekly accounting for the past 3 weeks of data

Figure 3.25: Coefficients of the Lasso model retrained weekly accounting for the past 3 weeks of data; dark blue is maximum, white is minimum
Figure 3.26: Predictions of the Lasso model retrained weekly accounting for the past 5 weeks of data

Figure 3.27: Coefficients of the Lasso model retrained weekly accounting for the past 5 weeks of data; dark blue is maximum, white is minimum
Chapter 4

Conclusion

“The goal is to turn data into information, and information into insight.”

— Carly Fiorina, former CEO of Hewlett-Packard [16]

4.1 Future Work

4.1.1 Natural Language Processing

One of the most critical steps in our predictive pipeline is dividing up our flagged tweets by keyword into various categories. In our study, tweet curation was done by human readers, see Section 2.5 but with larger data sets in the future, or when applied to larger countries or more popular diseases, the process will need to be automated. The natural extension of that is to use NLP (Natural Language Processing) models, where the computer can automatically classify text by connotation, from using frequencies, structures and other linguistic techniques to build classifier [11, 4, 42].
One common model used is the bag-of-words model, where word frequencies are tallied in a grammar-free way and given the word counts used, a Bayesian method or other clustering methods run on the bag of words frequencies are used to determine how to classify each text \[38, 11\]. This model has shown to work well in many cases such as email spam filtering [38]. Extensions in this way are definitely worth testing but may run into issues due to our small dataset with texts that are limited in word counts. Twitter has the 140 character cap and this will hinder the recall of the bag-of-words model.

More complicated natural language processing models also exist, some of which even consider the grammar of the language under study [64]. We recognize that the nature of tweets can ignore grammar and be nonsensical, which will probably result in lower than expected F1 recall scores for most algorithms but different NLP models can be tried to help us get the most accurate automated curation [64, 4, 42].

One final consideration is that Puerto Rico (and other countries) may have tweets in two languages, requiring training sets for all categories in both languages, doubling the requirement of data [42]. Over time, as more tweets are collected, the training data will readily increase but if looking to categorize the tweets at an early phase of an outbreak when there are few tweets, manual curation may be a necessity.

### 4.1.2 Refinements to Continued Dynamic Modeling

We may also consider trying different models from which to predict the number of cases (the dependent variable) given our categorical counts (the independent variable). Since we believe there may be more complicated phases involved, models could be developed with additional parameters around time, which can in one model, build in an excitement decay, $\tau$. Other modeling options can even extend to non-linear functions. Although our modeling resulted in linear coefficients for dependent variables, we were able to suggest
social implications explained by these linear coefficients. If our goal is to best predict the outbreak level in real time, non-linear models can be chosen that may have coefficients harder to map to social behavior, but may fit the problem better.

Finally, it may be useful to develop a method to compute error bars around the gold standard and in turn our predictions, to get a sense of variance. If another source of gold standard data were released, perhaps by either private studies or another government branch (even local government), numbers could be cross-validated and errors could be computed. Errors can also be considered by measuring week to week fluctuations if we assume some epidemiological model and fit certain parameters.

4.1.3 Generalizations

With a more detailed data set, we see that modeling the same disease for a more localized geographic region, say provinces of Puerto Rico, becomes a recursively similar task. We can easily apply the same workflow just by changing the bounding polygon from which the filters were first applied. Then we could repeat for each province. The only thing that will limit the extent of this “zooming in” will be the availability of gold standard data sets to train our regression model with. A contact at the CDC has informed us possible provincial level data that the CDC maintains which may be further used to evaluate the power of Twitter data. We would hope to see that the trends and fitting carry over even once looking at a province or clustered by large cities. This would provide not only outbreak level but also outbreak location, a harder but even more important number to know when managing the outbreak in real time.

The beauty of the method which we present in this paper is lies in generalization. Our study is in name, applied to Chikungunya fever in Puerto Rico, but the pipeline is established to analyze any subject that would be expected to included in tweets over a
given period of time, within a certain location. For other diseases and other areas, the extension is trivial — apply different coordinates and search for the name of a different disease. However, to trace other subjects, such as revolution or awareness of an event, slight changes are envisioned. When wishing to track breaking news or trending topics like, it may be better to break down the groupings not from curation but from different keywords as most tweets in the onset and crisis phases are of general awareness. Different keywords can be tracked and serve as the independent variables for Lasso (such as two different mottoes of a revolutionary movement). If connotation is important, the curation process may need to be extended to group multiple keyword-filtered tweets into the same relevant buckets. As mentioned above in Section 2.5, this approach may limit the training size which will hinder natural language processing and other automation in the curation phase. An extra consideration when using Lasso to study coefficients will be to determine the “gold standard” for the data, which can be even more uncertain than in this epidemiological case. For cases that the gold standard itself is more uncertain, we favor the in-sample studies of coefficients to understand the story whereas cases which have verifiable correct answers (which is rare), we would favor the out-sample predictive modeling approaches.

In summary, we highlight that the following requirements to allow feasibility with our Twitter analytics method:

- Internet connectivity and Twitter usage in region of interest
- Topic that can be narrowed into a short list of keywords
- Sample sizes that are small enough to be hand curated (order of 10000) or data sets as large as possible (and evenly distributed per dependent variable) for automated curation using NLP (see Section 4.1.1)
4.2 Final Insights

Chikungunya in Puerto Rico was a good model disease and country for our pipeline of using categorized Twitter counts to predict volume. There was high enough Twitter usage and geo-coded tweet data to be able to track the evolution of keywords over time. The golden standard of comparison was cleaned data scraped from near-weekly outbreak reports by PAHO. Initial correlations showed hope of matching Twitter frequency counts to one week lagged data of PAHO suspected cases, with a correlation of 0.86. This one week lag was explained by nature of Twitter posting being prior to medical visits. Although only one keyword was ultimately used to the next phase of Lasso regression due to the low signals of other tested keywords (like abbreviations or primary symptoms), multiple dependent variables were constructed by categorizing the connotations of tweets. With a handful of independent variables, Lasso regressions were run to understand importance of variables over time. We observed three distinct behavioral phases — an onset phase, followed by a crisis phase and then slowly transitioning to the stable, post-crisis phase. Each phase was characterized by coefficients computed from in-sample Lasso regression where we saw a large number of news tweets initially which transitioned to self-reporting and individual awareness tweets in the post-scare phase.

Finally, we tested predictive models with out-sample data to simulate being able to predict outbreaks of Chikungunya in real time given just the Twitter counts. Despite the correlations of our dynamic models to be mediocre at best, we attribute much of our error to the diminished quality of our data set towards the end of our time frame. We saw the weakest fits at the end of 2014, we believe that this is due to our small sample size and the uneven time intervals (loss of resolution for our data). We have seen from the coefficient analysis that we are studying useful categories that seem to explain social response to disease outbreak on Twitter. We believe that the rolling window Lasso regression method should provide the best results, given a few more outbreak months of data to evaluate. We
will continue to run our analysis as additional data becomes available through the spring to further evaluate out of sample predictions. If another outbreak occurs in the Spring, we will be able to fully test out-of-sample predictions.

When trained on the proper data after an initial Twitter excitement phase, we believe that Twitter data can be valuable to predict disease. From this exploration, we have begun to understand how initial outbreaks of disease diffuse through the Twitter space and how geo-tagging can help us locate not just a summary of the disease, but trace the location as well. Once the Twitter dust settles, the self-reporting nature of tweets, along with other awareness categories, can help estimate the extent of the current outbreak before any other case numbers are reported. This early response, done almost in real time, can help the medical world best prepare for and deal with diseases in the localized area to cure the most number of people.
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